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Chapter 1: Seeing Ourselves as Peacemakers in the Right Light 

In beginning to make the case for settling for nothing less than a “do-our-best” peacemaking 

ethic in the church, it must be shown to be the priority it truly is. That starts with understanding 

who we are in Jesus and how we must consistently view ourselves as people shaped by the 

gospel. This chapter will focus on the need for continually adjusting our view of ourselves in 

terms of our fundamental identity as peacemakers, if we hope to make high grades in 

safeguarding unity. 

Part one of The Peacemaking Church will zero in on Paul’s letter to the Ephesians. In chapter 

four, the apostle transitions from the indicative (what is) of the first three chapters to the 

imperatives (what should be) of the last three. Paul sets out to unpack the “so what” of the 

gospel. He devotes 4:1-16 of this application section of the letter to the first-order priority of 

someone gripped with a vision to walk in a manner worthy of the gospel—“eager to maintain the 

unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.” From verse one, this chapter will argue for the need to 

see ourselves as Paul did. We are captive and called to do His will of peacemaking.  

Chapter 2: Shaping Our Approach as Peacemakers with the Right Touch 

The case for embracing the priority of a “do-our-best” passion for peacemaking in Jesus’ church 

continues in chapter two by answering this question: If we see ourselves rightly, how will that 

demonstrate itself practically in our approach to relationships within the body? In other words, 

what marks will distinguish the eager preserver of unity in terms of the way she deals with 

others. This chapter will concentrate on five non-negotiable virtues within the peacemaking 

church that will help safeguard God’s gift of unity in the community.  

Paul details this portrait of a “zealous-for-unity” peacemaker in Ephesians 4:2-3. By treating 

qualities like humility, gentleness, patience, and loving forbearance in the second verse, one’s 

manner in how he goes about navigating relationships, especially in dicey situations, will surface 

as important, if not more important in maintaining unity, than the issues and concerns under 

consideration. Jesus will stand out as our supreme example and ultimate motivation for choosing 

a peacemaking way for shaping our relations within the church.  

Chapter 3: Basing Our Thinking as Peacemakers on the Right Doctrine 

The case for going “all-in” as a peacemaker eager for safeguarding unity will close with an 

analysis of the ground of thinking that makes embracing this priority an absolute must. In an 
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ecclesiastical landscape littered with forms of bad religion and unbiblical perceptions of God and 

His church, getting our heads screwed on right theologically on crucial fronts can make all the 

difference in whether or not we excel in preserving unity in our churches. 

Paul bases his exhortations in verses 1-3 on a lofty, doxological confession of faith regarding the 

body of Christ and the Godhead in verses 4-6. This chapter will trace the emphasis of the word 

“one” throughout the text. It will include an explanation of how grasping something of the nature 

of the mystery of the Trinity along with the “ones” connected to the Spirit, Son, and Father 

should leave us awestruck at the glory of our Triune God and compelled to keep unity strong.  

Part Two: Avoiding the Pitfalls that Threaten Unity in Jesus’ Church

 

Chapter 4: Murdering: Staying out of Hell—the How of Settling Disputes 

No treatment of an excellence-in-peacemaking quest for preserving unity in Jesus’ church can 

afford to ignore significant threats to oneness and how to counter them. Nothing jeopardizes 

unity in Christ’s church like anger gone viral. This chapter will address just how great a threat 

unchecked rage poses to a body’s unity and what to do about it in a how-to for settling disputes. 

Jesus tackled this dilemma in His authoritative, in-depth exposition of the law of God, the Ten 

Commandments, in the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5-7). The starting place? The Sixth 

Commandment. “You shall not murder.” In His “But-I-say-to-you” elaboration on the intent of 

the Law on this matter, the Lord drills down, as always, to the heart level thereby exposing 

murder’s source, variations, and ultimate costs. His prescriptions for obedience which eschews 

unjustified anger prove decidedly “peacemakingesque” and essential for safeguarding unity.  

Chapter 5: Litigating: Staying in the Church—the Where of Settling Disputes 

In Matthew 5:21-26, Jesus illustrates His prescription for how to settle disputes not just with 

respect to conflict in the church, but also in the world. Enter the role of the state and its civil 

authority. Our litigation-crazed culture can help make taking brothers and sisters to court as the 

place for resolving conflict a significant temptation. While certain dilemmas may permit a 

believer to pursue litigation before the courts, this chapter will argue for this as the exception, not 

the rule. 

For these purposes, The Peacemaking Church will return to the teaching of the Apostle Paul, 

unpacking his instruction in 1 Corinthians 6:1-8. There we find a scathing rebuke of this troubled 

church for its penchant for exiting her doors as the preferred place for resolving disputes. 

Multiple reasons for why this is the case will be presented in an effort to persuade the church to 

accept its responsibility to adopt Jesus’ procedure in Matthew 18:15-20 for resolving conflict 

that does just what He says if necessary: “Tell it to the church.” 

Chapter 6: Judging: Staying off the Throne—the Why of Settling Disputes 

One more troublesome threat to a church’s unity remains for the wary peacemaker who cares 

deeply about preserving unity in the church. Believers can tend to slip into uncharitable ways 
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when it comes to getting along over the so-called “gray areas” of the Christian life. This chapter 

will address the tendency of saints to judge one another on matters of conscience where the 

Scripture gives no overt yes or no.  

The sheer amount of epistolary coverage on this front (see 1 Corinthians 8-10 and Romans 14-

15) suggests the degree of difficulty attached to this thorny area in the church’s life. Paul 

prescribes in Romans the importance of a welcoming spirit on the part of both the weaker brother  

bound by conscience and the stronger one liberated by freedom. In this unique enemy of unity, 

the reason why we should settle disputes and accept one another with our varying differences 

depends upon refusing to usurp God’s role as judge, a prerogative He reserves for Himself alone.  

 

Part Three: Mastering the Practices that Foster Unity in Jesus’ Church

 

Chapter 7: Intercepting Relational Disasters before They Ever Occur 

By now the priority is clear. The threats are real. All-in, craving-unity peacemakers embrace the 

challenge and fight the foes. These perspectives and commitments are a must. In part three, The 

Peacemaking Church will conclude by describing two non-negotiable practices critical for 

ensuring unity which endures over time in the body of Christ. The first, the topic of this chapter, 

concentrates upon every individual church member—heading off meltdowns in advance. 

The example of Abraham in dealing with his nephew, Lot, over the substantive issue of land use 

will serve as the template for proactive diffusing of conflict before it can explode on the radar 

screen of our relationships. Israel’s father demonstrated magnanimity of spirit in handling 

escalating tensions with Lot. We do well to walk in his footsteps anywhere risk to oneness lurks. 

Chapter 8: Honoring Spiritual Leaders for their Exceptional Work 

Another essential tool in the “give-your-all-for-unity” peacemaker kit involves a corporate ethic 

pertaining to the church as a whole. Much church conflict often revolves around breakdowns 

between followers in the church and the leaders called to serve them. This chapter will address 

the high calling of a congregation to treat the officers of their church with the utmost loving 

esteem as the capstone for preserving unity in the body. 

Paul labors hard for this kind of a regarding-leaders-with-honor-in-love spirit among God’s 

people in his exhortation of 1 Thessalonians 5:12-13. Understanding the extraordinary nature of 

particularly their pastors’ work will go a long way towards church members coveting peace so 

greatly that they refuse to jeopardize it by thinking less of their officers than they should.  

 

Epilogue 

Savoring the Pleasures that Accompany Unity—A Label to Boast and A Sweetness to Sing 


